The Huron™ Low Vis Rifle Bag is made to fit most Folding Stock Carbines. Its size, oval shape, and sling bag style carry make it ideal for primary weapon low visibility transport and carry. Its structured outer wall protects optics and lights. This bag works great as an EDC bag, a rifle bugout bag, or a vehicle weapon storage bag.

*The addition of an optional armor insert provides pistol caliber protection for you or your loved ones in an emergency.

**ENHANCED DESIGN FEATURES:**
- 500d Cordura®
- High Abrasion Resistant 4-Way Stretch Tweave
- Antimicrobial/FR Treated Padded Spacer Mesh
- Qty. 4 Front Zippered Pocket for additional Medical Supplies & Mags
- Internal Rifle Retention Strap
- Ambidextrous Sling Bag Strap
- The Bag can be upgraded with Soft Armor protection (**Sold Separately**).

Armor Area of Coverage: 225.89 sq. in.

**Key Specifications:**
- Wt.: 1.72 lbs.
- Cubic Liters: 11.65L
- Dim: 23.5” H x 11” W x 2.75” D

Bag:
- HRN-TRB-24-2

Armor Insert:
- TYR-INSRT-TRB24-2-NFA2/10